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ABSTRACT 

General variational theorems for the rate problem of classical elastoplastic. 
ity al nnite strains, in both Updated Lagransian (UL) and Total Lagrangian 
(TL) rate fonns, and in terms of alternate measures of stress-rate and conju
gate strain-rates, are cri tically studied from the point of view of their applica. 
tion. Attention, is primarily focused on the derivation of consistent 
complementary energy rate principles which could form the basis of consistent 
and rational assumed st ress-type finite element methods, and two such princi. 
pIes, in both UL and TL forms, are newly stated. Systematic procedures to 
exploit these new principles in the context of a finite dement method are dis· 
cussed. Also discussed are certain general modified variational theorems which 
permit an accurate numerical treatment of near incompressible behavior at 
large plastic strains. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The advent of high speed-digital computers and powerful numerical 
methods, such as the finite element methods, in the past two decades or so 
have greatly expanded the scope of application of nonlinear theories of solid 
continua to practical problems in engineering. In the formulation of such 
numerical methods as the finite element methods for problems of nonlinear 
solid mechanics, ... ariational theorems (and their generalizations to account 
for discontinuities at interelemcnt boundaries in a finite element assembly) 
have played a central role. (See, for instance, Refs. 2, 3, 28, and 43 for 
discussions of finite element formulations in nonlinear elasticity.) 

Rigorous and consistent formulations for numerical analysis of large strain 
elastoplastic problems have become necessary due to the increased interest 
in recent years in analyzing problems such as metal-forming processes, 
ductile fracture initiation. and stable crack growth in cracked bodies. Indeed, 
several such formulations and their applications have appeared in the recent 
literature. Among these can be cited the works of H ibbit et al. {9] who use a 
Total Lagrangian (TL) rate formulation (wherein a fixed reference frame is 
used); Needleman [26J, Needleman and Tvergaard [27J, and Hutchinson 
[14] who also use a TL rate formulation but with convected coordinatcs; 
Yamada et aJ. [44] who use an Updated Lagrangian (UL) rale formulation 
(where in the current configuration is used as a reference for the subsequent 
step): Osias [33] who also uses an U L scheme which. due to the use of an 
elastic-p[astic rate constitutive law that does not admit to a potential, leads to 
non symmetric stiffness matrices through a Galerkin scheme; McMeeking and 
Rice [18] who also use a UL scheme which. through the use of a rate constitu
tive law with a potential, leads to symmetric stiffnesses; and Nemat-Nasser 
and Taya [29] whose formulation represents a modification to that of 
McMeeking and Rice 118] to improve the accuracy in the case of large de
formation of compressible materials. All the above cited works employ a 
classical rate-independent elastoplastic theory as generalized by Hill [10]. 
I! should also be noted that all the above finite element rate formulations are 
based on the principle of virtual work in rale form as first stated by Hill [10]. 
and are therefore based on assumed displacements that are compatible at 
interelement boundaries. 

To the best of the author's knowledge, no studies concerning the con
vergence of the assumed displacement finite element methods of the above 
cited type for the rate problems of classical elastoplasticity exist in the 
literature. Even in the somewhat simpler problem of finite elasticity, studies 
of convergence of finite element methods based on potential energy principles 
are just beginning to emerge [30]. From this standpoint as well as from that 
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of possibly studying solution bounds, it is of interest to consider consistent 
formulations of numerical (finite element) methods based on complementary 
energy principles for the rate problem of finite strain elastoplasticity. 

Another important question in numerical schemes for elastic-plastic flow 
is how to deal with the effectively incompressible behavior at large strain. It is 
wet! known that numerical schemes based directly on the principle of virtual 
work fail in the limit of incompressibility unless the mean stress is introduced 
as an additional variable in the formulation. Such formulations. which are 
essentially variations of the well-known Hellinger (7J-Reissner [36] theorem, 
were introduced for nearly or precisely incompressible linear elastic materials 
by Herrmann [8J, Taylor et al. [39]. and Key [15]. To improve the numerical 
accuracy in the near-incompressible case. Nagtegaal et al. [24, Appendix. 2J 
modified their UL rate potential energy formulation for elastoplasticity in 
a way analogus to that of Key (15], except that, instead of the mean pressure 
as in Key, they used the dilatational strain rate as an independent variable. 
As a consequence. even though the formulation of Key is valid for both 
nearly and precisely incompressible cases. the formulation of Nagetegaal 
I!t al. ceases to be valid in the case of precise incompressibility. 

On the other hand. the inherent nature of the complementary energy 
principle (with assumed stresses as variables) makes it much easier to treat 
situations of nea r or precise incompressibility when finite element schemes 
based on a complementary energy principle are used. The works of Tong 
[38] and Pian and Lee [34] in solving problems of linear elastic near-incom
pressible solids, and that of Murakawa and Atluri [22] in solving finite strain 
problems of incompressible nonlinear elastic solids (all of which are based 
On appropriate complementary energy principles), tend to support the above 
view. Moreover, as is well known, better solutions for stresses are obtained 
from numerical schemes based on complementary energy principles than 
from those bascd on potential energy principles (wherein the stress solution 
is obtained by differentiation of the numerical solution for displacements, 
which results in a loss of accuracy for stresses). Finally, as noted by Masur 
and Popelar [[7J, the complcmen trary energy approach holds considerable 
promise for applications to buckling problems wherein an approximation to 
the stress state before buckling is often possible even when displacements 
remain unknown. 

For the above reasons, special emphasis is placed in the present paper 
on the study of the existence of consistent complementary energy rate 
theorems fo r the rale problem of finite strain classical, rate·independent. 
elastoplasticity. Both types of formulations. viz., the Total Lagrangian as 

. well as the Updated Lagranian, are considered. In this process two new con
sistent rate complementary energy principles for the rate problem of finite 
strain classical elastoplasticity are found. Systematic procedures to exploit 
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these complementary rate principles in the context of assumed stress finite 
element methods are also discussed. In addition, a critical evaluation of the 
relative effectiveness of general rate principles, in both TL and UL rate forms 
and in terms of alternate stress-rate and conjugate strain-rate measures for 
application to numerical analysis of finite strain elastoplaslicity problems. is 
made. Also induded in the present paper arc certain general modified varia_ 
tional theorems which :lrc of significance in the numerical treatment of near 
incompressible behavior at large magnitudes of plastic strain. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

For simplicity we refer all configurations of the body to a fixed rectangular 
Cartesian coordinate system. We adopt the notation: a boldface symbol 
denotes a vector; a boldrace italic symbol denotes a second-order tensor; 
a == A· b implies that Q r "" Aj~b~; A· B denotes the product of two tensors 
such that (A·B)'j "" A,tBtJ;(A:B) "" trace (AT·B) = AJjB fJ ; and u·t = 
11 f t I' 

A particle in the undefonned body has a position vector x - (x~e.J where e 
are unit Cartesian bases. We adopt the gradient notation VO = (e. a/ax.) 
in the undeformed configuration Co. The position vector or the panicle in 
the current derormed state, say CN, is y = (YleJ. We also use the notation 
that VH = (el%YI)' The gradient or y is the tensor F, Le., F = (VOy)T 
(FI .. "" YI,~ ;::;;: oyJoxJ. We also note that the base v~tors of the convected 
coordinates xa in the current deformed configuration CN are given by g.. = 

erYI .. · 
The nonsingular tensor F is considered to have the polar decomposition 

F = a. ·(1 + h), where (I + h) is a symmet ric positive definite tensor called the 
stretch tensor, I is the identity tensor, and a. is an orthogonal rotation tensor 
such that a.T = a. -I. The deformation tensor G is defined by G "" FT. F == 
(I + h)l. The Green-Lagrange strain tensor is defined bi: 9 - 1(G f) = 

1(e + eT + eT'e)wbereeIS the eradient or the displacement vcclo.u,J y-
. 0 T -x), I.e., t: = (V u) such that e", = Uf .... 

For our present purposes, we introduce the rollowing stress measures: 
(I) llie "true" Cauchy stress tensor 1" (51 TIJele) ::: ra'g.g,); (2) a weighted 
Kirchhoff stress tensor a "" J-r ( O"~:ag..g, == )r·'g.,g" where) is the deter· 
minent or the matrix lY/]";(J) the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor t 
(i;e.eJ); and (4) the sec~nd Piola:iGrchhoff sttess tensor S (13 s.,e.e_). As 
discussed, for instance, by Truesdell and Noll [41] and Fraeijs de Yeubeke 
{6], the telations between tbe above stress measutes are 

I .' 

,. 
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liT 
"t" = ,F. t :::l ]F.S.F 

t = s·FT = )(F-I'T) 

s = )(F-I.T.F- T ) = t·F- T 
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(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

where F- T !!! (F-I)T. We also note that 0" and s are different tensors although 
they have the propeny that 11~' E s.,. 

Finally we introduce a stress measure which is labeled by fraeijs de 
Veubeke [6] as the Jaumann stress, r, through the relation, 

1 T " r = 2:<'·(1 + a. · r ) (4) 

1 
- 2[,·(1 + h) + (1 + h)"J (5) 

The st ress tensors 1", 0", S, and r are symmetric, while t is unsymmetric. 
As shown, for instance, by Truesdell and Noll {41] and Fraeijs de Yeubeke 

(6], the linear momentum balance (LMB) equation, the angular momentum 
balance (AMB) equation, the traction boundary condition (TBC), and the 
displacement boundary condition (DDC) are as rollows. 

LMB: 

vl'l . "t" + pHS = 0 

VO.($. FT) + pOD = 0 

VO.t + pOS = 0 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where B is the body force per unit mass, and pl'l and po are the mass densities 
per unit volume in CN and Co, respectively. 

AMB: 

(h + I )· t · a. = symmetric 

(9) 

(10) 

(lIa, b) 

(12). b) 
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where n is a unit normal to the surface 5,,0 in configuration Co with prescribed 
tractions i per unit area. 

DBC: 

u ... u:onS .... (i2c) 

where S~O is the surface in Co on which displacements are prescribed to be U. 
It is also possible to have a mixed-mixed problem wherein, at a point on the 
surface of the body in Co. cerlaio components of tractions and the conjugate 
components of displacements may be simultaneously prescribed. 

In connection with the fatc formulations of classical elasloplaSlicity, the 
requirements for a suitable stress rate are now well recognized to imply that 
the stress rate vanishes when the solid continuum undergoes a rigid motion 
alone and when the stress tensor is referred to a coordinate system undergoing 
the same motion; and that the invarian ts of the stress tensor are stationary 
when the stress rate vanishes. The questions of objective stress rates and their 
use in classical rate theories of plasticity have been discussed by several 
authors: Oldroyd [31, 32], Truesdell (40], Cotter and Rivli n (4] , Prager [35] . 
Sedov [37]. Masur (16), Naghdi and Wainwright [23], and Hill ([ [. [2]. 

Ill. FINITE STRAIN ELASTIC -PLASTIC ANALYSIS: 
RATE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN UPDATED 
LAGRANGIAN ( UL) FORMULATION 

In the UL formulation we refer the solution variables (displacements. 
strains, and stresses) in the state Cf'I+ L to the configuration of the body in 
the immediately preceding state C,'i' which is presumed to be known. Let 
Ii be the current (in state C,'i) Cartesian spatial coordinates of a particle to 
be used as a reference system fo r the cu rrent increment from Cf'I to Cf'I+ L' 

Let f''i be the true stress in Cf'I' Thus the UL rate fo rmulation leads toan initial 
stress problem without initial displacemen ts. 

Let i, i, and r represent the appropriate stress rates referred to the current 
configuration; that is, j = S:~+I - ?;i = tZ+ 1 - TN , etc., where SZ+I is 
the second Piola-Ki rchhoff stress in state Cf'I + I as referred to the configura
tion Cf'I (i.e., measured per unit area in Cf'I)' e tc. Let Vf'I represent the gradient 
operator in the current coordinates and u be the rate of deformation from 
the current configu ration. We also define the rate of displacement gradient 
i == (v .... uf "" t + W. where i[il) - ,,(ouJo!; + oiil0y.'i)] is the UL strain 
rate and w[wlj ;: l(ouJoyj - oul0l:)] is the spin rate. 
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A . Ra t e Potentia ls 

Let';'"' denote the corotational rate (or "humann rate'") of the Kirchhoff 
stress, a. Then 

j = 0'"' - i'TN - -?·i 

; = 0'"' - i·? - rf'l·ciJ 

(13) 

(i4) 

Considering a classical e[astoplastic theory, it has been noted by Hill [II, 12] 
that a rate potential Ii exists such that 

(i5) 

where [[ !] 

( i6) 

which yields a bilinear constitutive law through Eq. (IS). Following Hill [I I], 
we note that in Eq. (16) L/ ju is a tensor of instantaneous elastic moduli, 
assumed to be positive defin ite and symmet ric under Ij - kl in terchange; 
a: = 1 or 0 according to whether llliu is positive or negative; llj is a tensor 
normal to the hyperplane interface between elastic and plastic domain the 
the strai n-rate space; whi le 9 is a scalar related to the measu re of rate of 
hardening due to plastic deformation. Prandtl-Reuss-type rate equations of 
the form of Eq. (15) for classical isotropically hardening materials have been 
used by several authors: Hutchinson [14]. McMeeking and Rice (18]. and 
Nemat-Nasser and Taya [29]. 

From Eqs. (13) and (15) it is seen that if a rate potential Ii exists for 0' " 
then a potential W also exists for j such that 

( i7) 

where 

( i8) 

Likewise. a rate potential (; for t exists such that 

( i9) 
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where 

, 1 
V - ~,>i: (i-i) + '2 t · ... : (e T ·i) (20) 

= It+~T''':(iT'i) (21) 

Further, from tbe polar-decomposition theorem, 

(22) 

where FZ+ 1 and IX:: + I are the deformation gradient and rotation tensors, 
respectively, in eli ... l as referred to eN, and" is the UL rate of stretch. Writing 
a:~+l = I + Ii (where Ii is the UL rate of rotation), it follows from Eq. (22) 
that 

(23) 

or, as expected, It ::: i and Ii ii W. From Eqs. (4), (5), and (13), 

(24.) 

(24b) 

1 
= s + 2('?'; + ,.1','/) (25) 

1 
= d'. - 2(i'~ + t

N -i) (26) 

Thus if V is a rate potential for cr-, it follows from Eq. (26) that there exists 
rate potential Q for; such that 

i _ o<i/oh 5 <<i/o, (27) 

where 

Q = V - ~'f!i: (i·i) (28) 

The results given in Eqs. (27) and (28) are useful. as shown later on, in for
mulating consistent complementary energy rate principles for the rate theory 
of finite strain plasticity. 

1 

~r 
r 
r 

• • 
I 

.. I 
'. 

,. 

" 

f· 
I. 
10; 
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I 
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B. Field Equations and Boundary Conditions in Ul Rate Form 

I. In Terms of s, t, and iI.. The linear momentum balance equation for ,Z· 1 

in UL coordinates (see Eq. 7) are 

where , "h 1 = t ''i + s and where 

Hence 

(LMS) 

(AMS) 

" 

(Compatibility) 

(TSC) 

(DSC) iI. = u on S~ .. 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

where pf'/ is the mass density in CN • 8 are rate of body forces/unit mas, S •. ~ 
and S~~ are appropriate segments of the boundary of the solid in C.'i. and 0-

is a unit normal to the boundary of the solid in CN' 

2. In Terms of I, t, :md iI.. In a manner analogous to above, the field equa· 
tions can be shown to be 

(lMB) VN.i+pf'/B=O 

CAMB) (v"'uf·r'" + I = iT + -r"".(V"'U) 

or, equivalently, 

or 

h t N + tN·ci + l = tT + -r""·b + ciT.r'" 

(Compatibility) e = (VNU)T 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(38.) 

(39) 
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or, equivalently, 

(TBC) 

(DBC) 

n·· i = i at S." 

Same as in Eq. (35) 

ATLURI 

(40) 

(41) 

C . Ge ne ra l Vari a tional Princi ples in U L Ra t e Form 

1. In Terms of s, t, and U. Using a virtual work principle as applicable to 
an initial stress problem and following the procedure outlined by Washizu 
(43]. we obtain a general UL rate principle for elastic-plastic problems which 
is analogous to the well-known Hu [I3J.Washizu [42] principle of linear 
elasticity. This general rale principle' governing Eqs. (3 1-35) and (17) can 
be stated as the condition of stationarity of the func tional 

It~a.(u . t, J) = L" {W(t) - pitS · u + ~ 1',....: [(VNu) . (VHU)T] 

- $:[t - ~«V/Vti ) + (v/tU)1)]}dU - L .. ,. i·lids 

-L~ .. i ·(u - u) ds (42) 

where fVis a rale potential for j as defined through Eqs. (18) and (16). The 
above rate variational principle governs the rale variables rrom CN to CN + I. 

~T~h~,~s~,(~;~sr~a~c(~;o~,~o~r~(~h'~r";'I~~~~~~~,~"~a~(;~o~,~s~;,~c~,~,~;~,~a~'~"~m~'~d~c~a~I __ ' 
solution method such as the finite element metho ,must e c ec e at eac ~ 

ste ; and these checks can be rrormed based on a variational nnci Ie' 
..8overnmg e non mear field equations at CN. The details or corrective • 
iterative procedures at the end of each mcrement, such as the "equilibrium i 
check" and "compatibility mismatch check," can be round, ror instance, in 
the thesis by Murakawa [19]. 

We now consider certain special cases or the general rate principle given 
through Eq. (42). Ir Eqs. (17), (33), and (35) are met a priOri·, one can reduce 

'The general variational principles u:ued in Eq. (42) or in Eqs. (53), (69), (82), (85), (! 14), 
{I 19), and (127) can be modified appropriately through the method of Lagrange multi_ 
pliers, as discussed in Atluri and Murakawa [31, (0 account for discontinuities at interele
ment ooW\daries wben these principles an: applied to a finite element assembly. 

• 
; . 

J 
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Eq. (42) to the functional (associated with the UL rate principle or potential 

energy) 

n;l(u) = r (W(u) _ p· ... s . u + ~1"N:[(VNU).(VNu)T]) dD - r j ·udr 
J v... Js ..... 

(43) 

The principle .511;2 = 0 leads to Eqs. (31), (32), and (34) and is equivalent to a 
principle stated originally by Hill (10). 

By inverting the relation in Eq. (17) to express i in terms of i·, one can 
achieve a contact transformation, 

W- s:i = -S·{S) (44) 

Using Eq. (44), one can eliminate i from Eq. (42) to derive a Hellinger [7J
Reissner [36] type UL rate principle, with the associated functional 

n~~(u, s) = L .... {-s.(S) - pN O· U + ~ TN: [(VNu). (V· ... u)T] 

+!s:[(VNu)+ (VNu?Hdu- r j .uds- r t·(u-G)dr 
2 Js.... Js.,. 

(45) 

Based on the arguments presented earlier ror the linear elastic case (see, 
e.g., Ref. 2), it can be seen that in a finite dement application of the principle 
stated throug.h Eq. (45) one needs to assume over each finite dement an 
arbit rary, symmetric, and differentiable stress-rate field j and a differentiable 
u that is also inherently compatible at the interelement boundaries. 

In deriving a complementary energy rate principle rrom Eq. (45), we first 
note that in the present UL rate formulation the LMB conditions Eq. (3 1) 
are linear in s and, unlike Eq. (7), do nOI involve coupling of s with displace
ment gradients. Thus it becomes possible to satisfy both the LMB and AMB 
conditions, Eqs. (31) and (32), respectively, a priori, by choosing a symmetric 

s such that 

j "" curl curl A + s' (46) 

. where A is the symmetric Maxwell-Morera-Beltrami second-order stress func
tion tenser for a general three-dimensional case. In Eq. (46) curl A is defined 
such thal (curl A )I) "" cl,~A}l.'; (curl curl A)I) = ei ... tJ"A .. , . ..,; eij1 is the 
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alternating tensor; and i" is any symmetric p3nicular solution such that 

(47) 

A simple way of satisfying Eq. (47) is to assume particular sOlutions 

nosumoni,i= 1,2,3 (48) 

(49) 

where (; i) indicates a( )/oy;>i. However, if the above assumptions are used 
in an assumed-stress-Iype numerical scheme (discussed further below), 
the question of completeness of the chosen stresses, that is, the numerical 
effect of the exclusion of the inAuence of displacement rates on the chosen 
shear-stress-rate field, as in Eq. (49), remains to be answered. Such effects 
can only be understood, in general, from a detailed mathematical study of the 
convergence of the method, which is not pursued in the present paper and 
remains an open question. Assuming that the satisfaction of the LMB and 
AMB conditions in the manner of Eqs. (48) and (49) is "satisfactory," and 
further if the THC condition i.~ also met a priori, one can reduce Eq. (45) to 
a functional associated with the complementary energy principle 

In a finite element application, VH can be subdivided into M subdomains, 
V .. H (m = I, ... , M), each with a boundary av ....... In general it is seen that 
aV",H = S .... /f + S~"'I< + P .. H, where 5 .... 1< , 5w ..... " are, respectively. the portions 
of a v ....... where tractions and displacements are prescribed, and P ....... is that 
portion of aV .. /f which is common to an adjacent element (interelement 
boundary). It is to be noted that in the finite element application of Eq. 
(50) the candidate stresses i should not only satisfy the LM8 and AMO 
conditions, Eqs. (31) and (32), but also satisfy the interelement traction 
reciprocity condition,l (i)+ + ( i)- ... 0 (where i is defined through Eq. 34) 
at P ... o; a priori. One can introduce this interelement condition directly as a 
condition of constraint into Eq. (50) in order to preserve a wide choice of 
candidate stress-rates j by letting 

JThe supcn.cripts + and - denote, respectively, the two sides of P ... ¥ in the limit a:s p_ is 
approached. 

< 
< 

> 

I 

t • t 
i 
i 

I 
I 
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I"f~WI , i, up) = L J {-S.(j) - ~T.>i: [V.>iU).(V.>iu)T1l dV 
.. V .. I< 

+LJ 1"d'+LJ 1",dS 
.. so_ .. " ... 1< 

(51) 

where u are Lagrange muilipliers to enforce the constraint of intere!ement 
traction

P 
reciprocity, and these can be seen to be the displacement rates at 

the interelement boundaries. The basic idea of choosing i, as in Eqs. (47) and 
(48), to satisfy the LMO condition, and the modified complementary energy 
functional of Eq. (51) were used in a somewhat less general fashion than is 
given here by Atluri [11 in formulating a finite element method and applied 
to solve the problem of buckling of a shallow arch. The shortcomings of this 
approach were later discussed by Atluri and Murakawa (3]. Moreover, in 
the modified complementary energy rate principle of Eq. (51), in addition to 
the fields u and j within each element, the displacement-rate field at the 
interelement boundaries also enters as an independent variable. 

Conversely. in the finite element application of the HeJlinger-Reissner type 
principle as in Eq. (45), only the two variables i (arbitrary, but differentiable 
and symmetric second-order tensor) and u (differentiable and interelement
compatible) need to be assumed within each element, and the interelement 
traction reciprocity condition then follows a posleriori from the variational 
principle. Considering this and the fact that, in addition, one must study 
the convergence properties of the finite element scheme based on Eq. (51) 
to assess the effects of choosing the particular solution in a specific way as 
in Eqs. (48) and (49). it appears most consistent and rational to directly 
apply the Hellinger-Reissner-type principle as in Eq. (45). The finite element 
thus generated based on assumed j as well as u can be called a "mixed
method" which leads to simultaneous algebraic equations fo r finite element 
nodal displacements as well as nodal stresses (or alternatively, the nodal 
o;alues of the stress functions A as defined in Eq. 46). 

Finally, it is noted that the LMB condition may be satisfied more easily 
by choosing i, unlike in Eqs. (46) and (47), such that 

j "" curl curl A - 1',0; • (V .... u) + i" (52) 

where jl satisfies V.>i· $' = - pHS. However, the j so chosen then ceases to 
be symmetric, and thus the AM 13 condition must be introduced as a constraint 
condition into the associated complementary energy functional of the type 
given in Eq. (50) through additional Lagrange multipliers. It therefore appears 
that a rate complementary energy principle in UL form based on s may 

, 
1 
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not be consistent and practically useful in the analysis of finite strain plasticity 
problems. 

2. In Terms of i, e, and U. It can be shown similarly that Eqs. (36), (37), (39), 
(41), yS), and (19) r~1l0w as the Euler equations and natural boundary 
conditIOns corresponding to the stationarity of the functional 

-J (·lids - J i·(u - u)ds 
5.,. SON 

(53) 

where U is the,rate pote,olial for i as defined through Eqs. (20) and (21). 
We now consider certam .special cases of the above principle. If Eqs. (19) 

(39), and (35) are, met a priori, one can eliminate e and i as variables fro~ 
Eq" (,53) and denve a rate functional govern,'ng 'he "a'e ' • potential energy 
pnnclple 

(54) 

This ~ate v~rjational princi~le ",:,as first stated by Hilt (!OJ and has been widely 
used In finite element applications to elastic-plastic problems. (See for in-
stance, Refs. 18,26, and 29.) , 

It is interesting to note that both the LMB and AMB conditions Eqs (36) 
an.d (?7), re~~c:iyeJy, as w.eJl as the TBC, Eq. (41), must follow' fro~ the 
pnnclple on!, (o u) "" O. It IS shown below that the AMB condo,' " 
hI' I Ion IS 10-

erent y embedded In the special structure for U. That is, from Eqs. (21), 

(55) 

(56a) 

(56b) 

wherein the defi.nition of s from Eq: .(17) has been used. Substituting for i 
from. ~q. ~5~b) lOto the AMB condition Eq. (37), it is seen that the AMB 
conditIOn IS IOherently met. Th!s !s due to the special structure for U as given 
through Eq. (21). Conversely, It IS also seen that if, instead of Eqs. (20) and 
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(21), an arbitrary U is posrulated as a function of e, then the principle based 
on the functional in Eq. (54) ceases to be yalid, since the AMB condition 
ceases either co be built into the structure of U or to follow unambiguously 
as an Euler equation from the vanishing of the first variation of the said func
tional. This confirms the well-established conclusion that the nine com
ponents of i cannot be used as arbitrary independent yariables in an energy 
formulation. By the same token, a formal inyersion of the bilinear relation 
in Eq. (19) leads to the contact transformation 

and to the functional 

U - iT: i "" - t*(i) 

at" 
_ = iT 
ai 

rr~W, u) = J ( -t*(i) - p,."S· u + iT: [(V""U)T]) dV 

" 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

In fact, the aboye functional, as the basis for a Hellinger-Reissner-type 
yariational principle, was used by Neale [25]. Howeyer, the validity of such 
a principle needs closer examination. If 01!~~ = 0, with 1t~~ as giyen in Eq. 
(59), is a YaJid Hellinger-Reissner-type r:J.te principle, we note that the cor
responding Euler equations and natural boundary conditions must be: (1) 
the LMB condition, Eq. (36); (2) the AMB condition, Eq. (37); (3) the 
compatibility condition, Eq. (39), (4) TBC, Eq. (41); and (5) tbe DBC, Eq. 
(35), 

It is seen upon examining Eqs. (/7) /0 (25) of Neale's [25] deyelopment that 
the AMB condition, Eq. (37) of the present paper, is in fact not an Euler 
equation of the principle 01 = ° (Eq . 22 of Neale's [25] work, wbich is 
identical to 01t~~ = ° of the present article). Thus, if the AM B condition is 
to be satisfied, then, for the validity of the principle, this condition must be 
embedded in the special structure, if any, for the complementary energy 
density function t*(i) of Eq. (57). To examine this possibili ty, consider the 
form of U as giyen from Eqs. (20) and (16): 
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The stress rate i as derived from the above is 

2; - 2 oU _ (L , (I " ) (t\ / + e,.) 
I} = oe)1 - Ij.' - _YAI)"'.I 2 - (e ; ... + e .. Jr:J 

- tf,(e ' J - tiJv (61) 

wher~ L I / t " a,,~, and ).t! are. as. defined before. The constitutive law, Eq. 
~61). IS of the bLhnear type for I I} In terms of ell' The inversion of this relation 
In closed/arm tO~)lpress ttl in terms of i lj appears to be in general impossible. 
In fact, Eq. (61) IS of the form 

(62) 

whose only symmetry property is 

(63) 

Even though an analytical formulation of the inverse of the matrix (-L] 
appears impossible, one may perhaps numericaHy invert l Eq. (62); that is, 

(64) 

where, in general, • L;j.l, = • L.!,~, Using Eq. (64) a contact transformation 
can then be made to find £-(i) such that 

(65) 

If t~e A MB condition Eq. (37) is inherently embedded in the structu re of 
£ -(t), then tbe condition 

iIJt1~ + ilk "" symmetric (66) 

must be identically satisfied when ill is expressed in terms of i,.,~ through 
Eq. (65), or 

(67) 

Neit.her of the two terms is by itself symmetric under i _ k inlerchange, 
nor IS one term tbe transpose of tbe o ther. Moreover, the first term ca.nnot be 

lHowever,o in the "~t st~p:".of the solution, ir the solid z:emains elastic and the initial 
str~ 'I' an: u:r~ In the uuua! confi&ur:1tion Co. then· L'llI - L'llI and hence the 9 x 9 
matrix cannot be Inverted because of the symmelI)' properties of L'JU stated above. 
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expressed as the sum of a symmetric tensor and the transpose of the second 
term since ·Lij~11 cannot b: found anal ytically; Eq. (67) can therefore not be 
verified, and the HeHinger- Reissner-type principle based on Eq. (59) appears 
to be of uncertain practical value. The same applies to the complementary 
energy rate principle as stated by Hill [10] (which ca.n be derived formally 
from Eq. 59 by requiring t to satisfy the LMB condition. Eq. 36, and the 

TBC, Eq. 41, a priori). 

3. In Terms of ;U, !i); <i (!!: w); h, u. To seek alternative ways to avoid the 
above diseussed difficulties in formulating a consistent complementary energy 
rate principle and the Hellinger-Reissner-type rate principle, we transform 
the genera! variational principle associated with Eq. (53) into one involving 
;, <i, h. and u as variables. First, by comparing Eqs . (20) and (28) we note 

that 

U = Q + ~ 1' II:(i'i) - 1'11: (i;. i) + ~ 1''''':(iT.i) 

I 
= Q + '2't''':(:iT .<i) + r":(i T.i;) (68) 

Using (68) to express U in terms of Q (which is a function of h ;;:;: i) and 
writing e = I. + ri , we rewrite Eq. (53) in Ihe form 

f { 
7. I---~ 

1t ~;"(u ; Ii; <i; i ) ::: Q(h)~ r r''': (<iT ·i ) k':~: «(i; T • h) 
" lY~n c::. 

_ p·"tJ.u +(~[(V"ul- h )- a]} dV 

-f I··"'-f I(.-u)", 
5 .. ,. S~" 

and hence 

(5;r ~!(ou ; oh; 6i ; Oi) = L" {[~ '- ~(i i+ 1' .... ·a /;1' + aT~ llSh 
+ [(V .... U)T _ <i - hI: biT V 7" ,..'T 

_ ["t ..... ,j + II + -r<" + ;1: b ,jT ------_ [VII. ; + pIlBl·bU} dV 

( • .,4.;( 11 

(69) 

-f (t - D· ·I)·" '" - f , 1·(, - u) '" - 0 S.,. s.,. 
(70) 
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. Since i and ali: are skew-symmetric tensors, it follows that the Euler equa
tIons .an~ natural boundary conditions corresponding to Eq. (70) are: (I) the 
const,lt,ullve law, Eq. (27); (2) the LMB condition, Eq. (36); (3) thc AMB 
conditIon, Eq. (38); (4) the compatibility condition, Eq. (40); (5) the TOe 
Eq. (41); and (6) the DBe, Eq. (35). ' 

One can now invert (ir only numerically) Eq. (27) and achieve the contact 
transformation, . ,. liT 

cA ' y 

Q - ~[i + iT + ,:.'''·ti + ~:J. = -R:!Jf I (71) 

af<' /a; - • (72) 

Subs~jluting Eq. ~71) in Eq. (69), we derive a functiona l involving only Ii 
and r (and hence t and Gi) as variables, corresponding to a Helliner-Reissner
trpe principle which has as its Euler equations and natural boundary condi· 
tlons, Eqs. (36), (38), (40), (41), and (35). If, in addition, one assumes that the 
LM B condition and TBC for i, E s. (36 an 41 are sat!s e a riori one 
can eliminate Ii and u as vana les from the functional in Eq. (69) and thus 
m>faln the complementary energy functional 

n~2(ci., t) = L,.. { -A .. (i) + ~T~:(:iT_ci) - fT:ci}dV+ rs (o"· i)·lids J., 
(73) 

In the abo~e, the definition of i (5 Hi + i T + TN- ci + ciT· TN)] is implied, 
and the spin-rate field ci is required to be skew-symmetric. The variational 
equation on~2 = 0 for constrained bi (which must obey the constraint VN . 

01 = 0 in V N :lnd 0"· oi = 0 at S •. J and for constrained 6:i: (wh.ich is required 
to be skew-symmetric) leads to 

Or.~2(0;, aci) = 0 = J {[(VNU)T - ci - °:r"}O;T 

-U+".TN+TN.cil:OciTldV+ r (o".cH)(u-u)dS (74) Js • .'I 

Noting that.' by definition oR"joi ;; I" it is seen that Eq. (74) implies as its 
E.u~er equatIons and natural boundary conditions (I) the compatibility con
dItIOn, E.q. (40): (2) the AMB condition, Eq. (38); and (3) the DBC, Eq. (35). 

EquatIon (73) therefore forms the basis of an entirely consistent and 

, 
.~ 
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practically useful rate complementary energy theorem for the UL rate for
mulation of finite strain plasticity analysis methods in the sense that: (1) the 
admissible i is required to satisfy, a priori, only the uncoupled, linear LMB 
equation, Eq. (36), and TBC, Eq . (41), which can be met easily by setting i = 
VfI )( '¥ + iP, where '¥ are first-order stress functions (once differentiable) 
and i P is any particular solution such that Vfl·IP = _pN 9; (2) the AMB 
conditions, the compatibility condition, and the DI3C follow unambiguously 
as Euler equations. 

In a finite element application of the complementary rate principle as stated 
through Eq. (73), the assumed stress-rate field 1 must not only satisfy the LMB 
condition (Eq. 36) within each element but must also satisfy the traction 
reciprocity relation at the interelement boundary, viz., (n"·;)'" + (n"-;)
at P",N (where + and -, respectively, indicate the two sides of P .. fI in the 
limit that P",f/ is approached). This may, in general, pose a severe restriction 
on the choice of i within each element, especially when the element is of an 
arbitrary curved geometry. In such a case it may be preferable to include this 
interelement traction reciprocity condition as a constraint condition directly 
into the functional in Eq. (73). The associated Lagrange multipliers turn 
out to be the interdement boundary displacements. The modified comple
mentary energy rate principle for an assembly of a finite number of elements 
then becomes the stationarity condition of the functional 

In the above functional
L 

ci and I are chosen independently within each element 
in terms of undetermined arameters, whereas Ii are chosen In terms 01 

Isplaeements at nod of a finite element and hence u are common to 
e ements sharing a common boundary. Thus the undetermined parameters In 

the field functions for ci and t can bC eliminated at the element level and 
expressed in terms of the generalized nodil displacement coordmates. I fie 
finite element method based on Eq . (75) thus results eventually in a standard 
stiffness matrix procedure (see Refs. 21 and 22, fo r instance, for details of 
finite element application of the complementary energy rate principles in 
finite elasticity). Alternatively, the interelement traction reciprocity can be 

.satisfied a priori by an appropriate choice of the first -order stress functions 
If from which the equilibrated t are derived. The finite element method then 
generally leads to a "flexibili ty matrix" type approach. 

( ) 
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O. Near Incompress ibi l i ty in t he Full y Plast ic Range 

As discussed in the Introduction, an important aspect of numerical schemes 
for finite strain elastic-plastic analysis is the problem of the accurate treatment 
of nearly incompressible deformation rates. In a finite element application 
of the potential energy rate formulation of the type given by Eq. (43) or (54), 
if the assumed deformation rates do not a priori obey the incompressibility 
constrainl, it may be necessary to retain Ihis constraint as an a posteriori 
constrain! through a Lagrange mulli lier the hydrostatic pressure. To this 
en • consl er t e rate potentia (e), Eq . (18), for a classical PrandtJ·Reuss
type rate constitutive Jaw 

(76) 

The corotational rate of Kirchhoff stress a-, for a classical Prandtl-Reuss
type approximation, can be wriHen in terms of t, as suggested by McMeeking 
and Rice [18], as 

(77) 

where Cf = I is at yield and t;A, > 0, and:l = ° otherwise; Til is the devia
toric Cauchy stress in C,~; (T'~)l _ ir; jT; j ; h is the slope of the uniaxial 
stress/plastic strain curve; and ;. and /-1 are Lame's constants. Putting Eq. 
(77) in the form 

(78) 

6:~ = (3,1. + 2p.)iu (79" b) 

and hence 

(80) 

or, equivalently, 

(81) 

To obtain numerically accurate solutions in situations of fully developed 

, 

., ; 

.,' • , 
~ .; 

j 

J 

l 
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plasticity, it may be advantageous to retain the hydrostatic pressure as an 
independent variable and thus derive a mixed variational principle which 
represents a modification of the potential energy rate principle given through 
Eq. (43), with ~Vexpressed as in Eq. (SO). To this end we introduce both ilj 
and iu as additional independent variables into the functional of Eq. (43) 
through the introduction of Lagrange multipliers Plj and 2, respectively. 
From this general variational principle (with u, i lj , tu , PI}, and Cf, all as 
variables) we demand all the necessary field equations in the case of near 
incompressibility. When the Lagrange multipliers are identified with the 
relevant stress rates, this general rate variational principle applies to the 
functional 

. . [._ U:.0 11 ] N ' • + [U(I,}) - tr/) all - 3;. + 2p. - TI}U(I.,I)U{I../) 

+ ~Ti'jU.'iUI.,j - P '~BiUI} dV + boundary terms (82) 

The above general principle is valid in both the cases of near and precis~ 
incompressibility. In the above, the notation UI •• I ) = l(lil,1 + uLt) and 
ri .,. oli /O/: has been used. If from Eq. (S2) one eliminates (1) t i l by 
d~'~ning ~ priori iij = ri(,,}), and (2) iu through the contact transformation 

(83) 

one obtains a mixed variational principle, involving Ii, and 6:. as variables. 
governed by the functional 

*2' .• r { ., ~ (6;.)2 + ,I. 6 · U .0 
n"",(u,; au) = Jv,.. pEIj~ru( •• I)u(I./) - 2 (3,1. + 2p.)l (3;' + 2p) U I.J Ij 

11-' I II" liB' }dV r lli d.s 
- 1:jjUII.,I)U(~.J) + i1:lju •• ru •• J - P ,14/ - J'T I I 

(84) 

which remains valid for nearly or even precisely incompressible behavior at 
large plastic strains for all assumed displacement, rates U, that do not ~bey 
the constraint of incompressibility 0 priori. EquatIon (S4) and the aSSOCiated 
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variational principle afC analogous to the case of linear isotropic elasticity 
given directly, without explicit derivation, by Herrmann [8/. 

Likewise, using the definition of ~y as in Eq. (81) in Eq. (43), and in
troducing i~, and iu as additional independent variabks into the functional 
in Eq. (43) through appropriate Lagrange multipliers, one can derive another 
alternate genera! variational principle, which remains valid in the limit of 
incompressibility, with the associated functional 

3i.+2p'l' 
6 &U + [Uk .• - '. 'J"u r" £~ T + U { I,}) 

.. J '., 
- £ij ail 

(85) 

where u{l.l1 - u(I,i) - Ut,k.O;i 3. If from Eq. (85) one eliminates ii/ as a 
variable through a priori satisfying the condition i;; = ti;i,}), and if tu is 
eliminated through the contact transformation 

(
3). + 2Jl.)'1 tua~ 

6 £u--3-- (86) 

one obtains an alternate mixed variational principle, also involving u
l 

and 
a:. as variables, governed by the functional 

Equation (87) and the associated principle are analogous to the ones derived 
by Key [15] for linear elastic infinitesmal deformation problems through 
Fraeijs de Veubeke's [5] interpretation of the Hellinger-Reissner theorem in 
linear elasticity. 

Nagtegaal et a1. [24, Appendix II therein], in order to improve the accuracy 
of UL rate finite element formulations for problems of large plastic flow, 
suggest a mixed formulation based on the functional 

1 

.. 
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where a~' is related to ilJ through an equation of the type of Eq. (79a). It is 
worth noting that the above formulation, Eq. (88), is analogous to the 
present formulation Eq. (87), except that a:. appears as a variable in Eq. 
(87) and i~t appears in Eq. (88). It is interesting to observe that the procedUre 
based on Eq. (88) ceases to be valid in the limit of precise incompressibility. 
Moreover, in the discrete (finite-element) version of the functional cor
responding to Eq. (88) (when appropriate discrete approximations for Uj 
and eu are introduced), Nagtegaal et at. [24] proceed to eliminate ill as a 
variable at the element level and introduce a modified definition for the 
strain energy density functional W. The rigorous theoretical validity of the 
modified discrete functional. as a variational basis for obtaining discretized 
equilibrium equations, is not fully authenticated. 

We note that the above discussed difficulties with the incompressibility 
constraint are somewhat easier to handle in the case of assumed stress finite 
element methods based on a complementary rate principle of the type given 
in Eqs. (73) and (74). (For a treatment of incompressibility using assumed 
stress finite element methods, see, for instance, the works of Tong [38] and 
Pian and Lee [34] in linear elastic infinitesimal deformation cases and that of 
Murakawa and Atluri [22] in finite elasticity problems.) 

IV. RATE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES IN TOTAL 
LAGRANGIAN FORMULATION 

In the numerical solution of certain problems such as, for instance, plates 
and shells, it may be preferable to use rate formulations wherein all the vari
ables in each subsequent increment are referred to a fixed Lagrangian or 
Toral Lagrangian (TL) frame in which the initial configuration Co, with 
coordinates x,. is used as the reference frame in each of the subsequent con
figura.tions. Let s' and t' be the rates of the second and first Piola.-Kirchhoff 
stresses in going from CIf to CIf +- I> but referred to and measured per unit area 
in the initial configuration Co. Let VO be the gradient operator in the co
ordinates in Co, and let u be the rate of displacement from the current state. 
Then the Total Lagrangian strain-rate 

where u· ... is the displacement at C,o; as measured from Co, and the UL strain-
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rate are related through 

(90) 

where EN ::: (I + VOu''Y and i. is defined in Eq. (33). Likewise, ~' E ('VOU)T, 
the TL rale of displacement gradient, is related to the UL rate e through 

,nd 

s'::: J,'1(FI'i)-l s(fi'l)-r 
t ' = JI'I(FN)-I; = S'. FNT + $''1 e,r 

(91) 

(92) 

(93a, b) 

where ) ,0( is the value of the determinant of the matrix [Y~jJ. Finally, the TL 
rate of Jaum3nn stress, r ', is related to t ' and s' through 

(94) 

(95) 

where tN and s'" are, respectively, the first and second Piala-Kirchhoff stress 
tensors in er; as referred to Co; h'''! is the engineering strain tensor in C,v 
referred to Co; and a:'I and 0: ', which are rotation tensors such that (0:'''' + 
GE ') is an orthogonal tensor, satisfy 

(96) 

We now consider the question of the forms of rate potentials for s', ,', and 
r'. First we note that if a rate potential for s of the form of Eq. (17) ex:ists, 
then, in view of Eqs. (90) and (92), a rate potential, say W', can also be shown 
to exist for $' . Specifically, Jet the potential HI for s (Eq. 17) be of the form 

(97) 

where the tensor M jju can be expressed in terms of Llj~1 and the relevant 
plastici ty parameters through Eqs. (18) and (16). Then, in view of Eqs. (90) , 

, 

I 

t , 

i 
\ 

1 

I 
I 
\ 
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and (92), 

oW'foE' = $ ' (98" b) 

(99) 

Likewise, in view of relation (93b), 

oU'for,r = I ' (IOOa, b) 

where the relation E ' = 1(r,r. FN + F·'iT· r') is implied. Finally 

I 
Q':s W ' + 2$·~:(h'·h'), (lOla, b) 

with E ' = ![h"(1 + hN) + (I + hN)·h'J. 
We now consider the rate form of the field equations and boundary con

ditions. Considering the rates of Eqs. (6)-(12c), the latter arc as follows. 

I. In Terms of $' ; £' j and u' 

(LMB) 

(AMB) 

(Compa tibil ity) 

with 

(TBC) 

e' = (VOU)T 

n '{$·~· r'T + $'.F>"'T):: t';; l' on 5.0 

(102) 

(103) 

(104) 

(105) 

where i' are prescribed tractions per unit area of the surface segment 5.0 

of the boundary of the solid in Co, and 0 is a unit outward normal to 5.0 ; 

(OBC) U =D. at5-o (106) 
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2. In Terms of t'; e'; and u (or r't IX ', h', and u) 

(LMB) 

(AMB) 

oc, equivalently, 

(AMB) 

(Compatibility) 

or, equivalently, 

(TBC) 

(DBC) 

0-";;: t' = i' at Sao 

Ii = uat S.o 

A. Ge neral Variational Principles in Tl Rate Form 

ATLURI 

(107) 

(108) 

(109) 

(110) 

(III) 

(112) 

(II J) 

1. In Terms of f; E' j and U. Through procedures analogous to those leading 
to Eg. (42) of the UL case, a general rate variational principle governing 
Eqs. (J 02}-(1 06) and (98b) can be stated through the condition of stationarity 
of the functi onal· 

- s': [E' - ~(t" + t,r + t'T·eN + e''H el)l} dV 

xJ i'. Uds-f I"(U -U)~ (114) 
s., s~. 

where t ' = (VO uf, W' is as defined in Eq. (9830), and t' is as defined in Eq. 
(105). If one eliminates E' and .s' from Eq. (I [4), by a priori satisfying Eqs. 
(98b), (104), and (106), one obtains a potential energy rate principle with the 
associated func tional 

1'(;(U)=j [W'(U)-PoD,. u +~sN:(e'T.e')]dV_r i'· u ds (115) 
Yo Js., 

4This functional can be modified, in a manner analogous to that leadina: to Eqs. (82) and 
(8~) rtlptCtivcly, to derive rate principles which ca.n be used to treat cases of near or 
precise incompressibility. 

j 
" 

I' 

f 
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Likewise, by inverting Eq. (98b) and through the contact transformation 

W' - $': £' = - S'·(s') 

£ ' = oS' · {os' 

(116) 

(117) 

one may eliminate £ ' as a variable from Eq. (114) and obtain a functional, 
say I'(~JI;(u; s'), corresponding to a Hellinger-Reissner-type rate principle. 

In general, a complementary energy rate principle may be derived from 
Eq. (114) by eliminating £ ' from Eqs. (114)-(116) and by satisfying both 
the equations of LMB and AMB, Eqs. (102) and (103), respectively, a priori. 
When this is done, one "formally" obtains a complementary energy rate 
functional 

in which both s' and u appear again as variables. In the TL rate formulation, 
the AM B condition, Eq. (103), is now satisfied simply by choosing a symmetric 
s'; on the other hand, the solution of Eq. (102) is so intractable as to make 
the rate complementary energy principle based on s' for finite strain plasticity 
analy~is appear to be practically useless. 

2. Basetl on t '; t'; and U. Likewise, a general variational principle governing 
Eqs. (107), (108), (J 10), (112), (113), and (I oob) can be shown to be governed 
by the stationarity condition of the functional 

nrll.,(t'; e'; u) = f {V'(e') - PoB'· u - t,T: [e' - ('9°U)T]) dV 

" -f t'.uru-f t'·(u'- ii')ds (119) 
s., s~, 

where V' is defined through Eq. (Iooa) and {' is defined in Eq. (112). As in 
the UL rate case, because of the special structure of V' as given in Eq. (looa), 
it can be shown that t', as derived from V' through Eq. (IOOb), identically 
satisfies the AMB condition, Eq. (108). 

If from Eq. (119) one eliminates e' and I ' as va riables by a priori satisfying 
Eqs. (loob), (I 10), and (113), one can derive a rale form of a potential energy 

. functional 

I'(;(u)=f {U'(u)-pOB',U}du-J i'·uds 
Yo s., 

(120) 
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the statIonarity of which leads to Eqs. (107), (108), and (112) as its Euler 
equations and natural boundary conditions. This variational principle is 
identical to the one in Eq. (I 15) because of Eq. (lOOa), Further, by inverting 
Eq. (IOOb), one may, under certain conditions analogous 10 those discussed 
in the UL rate case, achieve the contact transformation 

U'(e') - t,T: e' = - Y'.(t') 

aT-lot' :I e,r 

(121) 

(122) 

However, analogous to the situation discussed earlier in connection with the 
UL rale formulation, the AM B condition Eq. (J08) cannot be verified to be 
embedded in the structure of r·(t' ) as obtained from Eq. (121). Thus the 
He!1inger-Reissner-type principle in terms of r' and il (derivable by using 
Eq. 121 in Eq. 119), or the complementary energy rate principle in terms 
of t' alone (derivable by satisfying conditions of Eqs. 121, 107, and 112 a 
priori in Eq. 119) cease to be rational principles since the AM B condition for 
t' is neither embedded in the structure of r· nor does it follow as an Euler 
equation from these principles. 

3. In Terms of a.' ; h'; u'; and r'(t' ; rl'). Once again, to avoid the above 
difficulties in formulating consistent complementary energy and HeHinger
Reissner-type rate variational principles, we transform the general variational 
principle associated with Eq. (119) into one involving y'; rl'; II'; and u as 
variables. Noting from Eqs. (100a) and (lOla) that 

and since 

rl·'1T.a.''1 = I, 

and rli "'" S,'1'F IiT , we reduce Eq. (123) to 

Upon using Eq. (126) and (124), Eq. (119) becomes 

( 123) 

(124) 

(125) 

(126) 

.' 

, 
• 

• I 
I 

I 
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n~w(li;h';a;';t') 

"" Lo { Q'(h') - pOS'·1i + t'T:[5~.o~)T - rl' ·(l + hli) - _rl~v:/~ '} 

_ !':T~ ~a;';h~' ) _ ~tliT:[a., .a;IiT,a. , .(l + II;l} dV 
--- -- - -- .;,-, _._-~~ --
I I"Ods-1 . ',(O-ij)ds 

s., s., 

1*-~'d127) 
~ , . [~" ') 

I - l4. ~) ~1.1'&"""A 
where Q'(h') is the potential for r' as defined in Eq. (lOla) an~ r ' is related to 

t' and a,' through Eq. (94). Since the variations Orl ' are re~ulre~ to be .c~n-
sistent with Eq. (125b), it can easily be shown that the statIo nanty condItIOn 
of the above functional yields: (I) the LMB condition, Eq. (107); (2) the AMB 
condition, Eq. (109); (3) the compatibility condition, Eq. (III); (4) the rate 
constitutive law, Eq. (1OIb); (5) the TBC, Eq, (112), and (6) the DBC, Eq. 

(113), 
By inverting (if only numerically) Eq. (IOlb) and through the contact trans-

formation I ( 'l\' 

(, 

Q' - ~[r''''' 

, . -
+ t'v.a;' + a;,'1T, t'T + «'T ,tIiT]: h' ,.,. .. . - . " - . (128) 

(129) 

one can eliminate II' as a variable from Eq, (127) and obtain, a .functio~al 
, ( .. '.'. t' ) corresponding to a Hellinger-Reissner-type vanatlonal pnnn ltR u, , 

ciple, . d" E (107) 
Finally, by requiring t ' to satisfy only the linear LM B c,on Itlon, q'l ' 

and the TBC, Eq. (1l2), one can eliminate Ii as a vanable from ItHR and 

obtain a TL rate complementary energy functional 

1I;(t'; rl') = J Yo { - R'·(r') - t,T: [a:'. (I + h,'1)l 

_ ! tNT:(IX',a:,VT.a:'.(1 + liN)] dV + I 
2 ~, 

crl4• H ' 
('I-: 101 ) 

t'·u ds (130) 

wherein it is implied that r' is related to t' and rl' through ~q. (94). Since ,the 
variations Ot' are now subject to the constraints '90 'Ot' ;;; 0 In .Vo and II ~~r "", 
Oat S and since the variation oa:' are subject to the constralOt that rl. '~rl 
be Sk;;;_symmetric, it can be shown that the va~is.~ng of t~e. first va~~a~lO~ 
of the above functional Leads to; (0 compatibIlity condItion, ('9 u) -
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;Z."(I + hN) + «.v · II ' ; (2) the AMI) condition, Eq. (109); and (3) the DBe. 
Eq. (113). 

Once again, inasmuch as the AMB condition follows unambiguously as 
the Euler equation and the admissible t ' is required to satisfy only the 
uncoupled linear LMB condition Eq. (107) (which can be satisfied easily by 
Jetting t ' = Va )( If + (P, where c'" is any particular solution such that 
Va, , " ~ = _po D'), and· the THe, Eq. (12), the TL rate complementary 
energy principle of Eq. (130), is most consistent and useful for purposes of 
engineering application. 

As in Eq. (75) for the UL rate case, in the application of Eq. (130) to a 
finite element assemblage the lnterelement traction reciprocity condition 
is handled through the introduction of appropriate Lagrange multipliers. 
Then 

n;At' ; a' ; ~,) = L] f - R'·(r' ) - t'T: (a'·(1 + h '~)J 
.. v_o 1 
- ~t""T:[a'a·"T .a,.(I + h .... )J} dV 

+~] t'.uds+L] (n .t').U:,dp (131) 
.. $ •• 0 .. '_0 

As in the UL rate case (sec discussion following Eq. 75), the functional in 
Eq. (131) can be used to develop a finite element "stiffness matrix" method, 
and Eq. (130) can be used to develop a finite element "flexibility matrix" 
approach. 

It is noted that Eq. (130), whose development has been based on in
dependent considerations, is analogous to a principle derived by Fraeijs de 
Veuheke (6J which, however, governs the lOral deformations of a compressible 
~/asrjc solid. It is also noted that a TL rate principle equivalent to that of 
Fraeijs de Veubeke [6] was developed and used in the context of an assumed 
stress-rate finite element method to solve certain finite strain problems for 
nonlinear elastic, compressible as well as incompressible solids, by Murakawa 
and Atluri (21, 22]. 

Finally, we remark that the TL rate complementary energy principle for 
elastic-plastic solids given in Eq. (130) differs slightly from the one for non
linear elastic solids given earlier by Murakawa and Aduri [21} in which the 
third term in the volume integrand on the right-hand side of Eq. (130) is 
replaced by the term - t'H :[1%" (J + II .... )]. In that case, as an Euler condition, 
the exact AMB condition Eq. (109) is approximated by the requirement that 
(I + hlf). t' . a:" + h' · r" 'a lf be symmetric (although the iterative correction 
procedures employed by Murakawa and Atluri (21J served 10 correct the 
above approximation in the rate AMB condition). In this sense the principle 

, 
I 
r 

i 
,. 

I , 
I 

• 

,. 
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currently stated through Eq. (130) [which is equally applicable .to nonli~ear 
elastic solids when the potential R'·(r') is appropriately defi?ed}ls ~n enurel.y 
consistent TL rate complementary energy principle for fimte stram analysLs 
of elastic as well as of elastic· plastic solids . 
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Addendum : On Some New General and 

Complementary Energy Theorems for 

the Rate Problems in Finite Strain. 

Classical Elastoplasticity 

Satya N. Atluri 
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In connection with Eqs. (62H61), we have recently verified this assertion: 
let t and i be linearly related by Eq. (62) with the restriction on • L IJtl that 
Eq. (37) be satisfied ; then Eq. (67) rollows. Nevertheless, whether a comple· 
menlary rate princi ple exists in the t- i rormulat ion remains doubtrul. Given an 
invertible linear relation between Ii' and ~, the corresponding relation between 
t and i need not be invertible; it is singular whenever a certain eigenvalue· 
like condition on the current stress holds, We will present these results in 
more detail elsewhere. 
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